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About This Game

You're trapped deep within the toxic sewers. It's a dangerous place and you have to think quickly in order to survive.

Grab all of the keys in a level to open the door to freedom... or at least the next level.

The Count and Countess have sent their minions and set up traps to stop you. You are defenseless and one touch is fatal. Good
luck with that!
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Where do i even start with this "game". The level design is awful, all of the walls and floors are some kind of bar texture which
hurts your eyes and makes it hard to see anyway. The game doesn't make any sense at all, there are "enemies" on walls, ceilings
and floors which can't seem to hurt you but i did find out that if you stand still infront of them they try to hit you. Also a feature
i haven't seen mentioned in the other reviews is that this is literally moonbase alpha, by accident i hit a macro on my keyboard
and all of a sudden i heard the well known moonbase alpha text to speech voice, if you press y you can bring up a chat, this
allows you to say anything in text to speech with the exact same voice as moonbase alpha (JOHN MADDEN JOHN MADDEN
JOHN MADDEN). Now i haven't played enough moonbase alpha to know whether this is literally the same game but with
different levels, but it seems very similar. The camera also has some kind of smoothing effect or something which keeps the
camera moving for a short period even after you've stopped moving the mouse. The developer says this game is two things in
the description, satirical and contemplative. I really do fail to see how this game is satirical, it says "we are mocking the hero,
game characters, movies, comic books and video games we liked.", not quite sure how the main character is mocked during the
game (or atleast as far as i got up to) and i haven't seen a single reference up to now to game characters, movies, comic books or
video games. They say that the game is contemplative because "you just have to walk through this world to understand how it
works.", i don't understand how this "game" is contemplative at all. Unless i'm missing some kind of deeper meaning, flying
around a maze of bars and collecting meaningless items is not contemplative. Overall this game is probably one of the worst
"games" i've ever played, and i've played the slaughtering grounds...

0\/10. Can't believe people has actually had fun playing this? The controls are very sloppy. There was no story whatsoever. &
there were only 3 differen't version of zombies? I know this game is still in early development but so far it's just bad. The game
itself started out strong. Waking up, having no clue whats happening around you. But once you step inside that excavator, thats
when they game went down hill for me. There are only 4 modes. tutorial, clean up, survival, and head up. You would think each
mode would have a differen't setting. Nope..... Same place and similar objectives. Maybe my problems was I don't have a HTC
vive xD, but to leave this review on a good note. The MUSIC in the main menu was awesome!. Here is a quick gameplay.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=j8XzNMnDs1o. Hardware: Win 10 x64, GTX 1070. Can't get this one to run, crashes
100% of the time trying to enter the game from the main screen. Changing settings and using compatibility modes on the
launcher and main game executable did not work.

This game uses Unreal v3. There was a bug with the Unreal engine v 4.14 and later that was causing crashes on many newer
video cards, the 9xx and 10xx generation of nVidia cards especially; I encountered this with another game. It was fixed in that
other game by the dev updating the engine to v 4.17. It's possible the crash in this game is caused by a similar issue.

Since the Dev has announced end of support for this title, I suspect this won't get examined, and am posting this information in a
review to recommend that, if you do purchase this game, you test it within the 2 week refund period to be sure it will work for
you.. Great game, I am loving every second of it!

The graphics are great, the music is great, the gameplay is very entertaining, the story is interesting and there are references and
memes spread around. Although apparently hard for some people, The Disappearing of Gensokyo can be played and enjoyed by
anyone, but mostly Touhou fans.

The only thing that I don't like about the game is the lack of graphic settings customization. I would really appreciate it if it was
there. I would also like to change the bloom effect's intensity and threshold.. Ya know theres alot of games I regret
buying...(Mostly cause I waste my money on games I rarely play) But this game...This ♥♥♥♥ing game is a big regret....Why?
I'll tell ya why. Cause it's empty, "What do you mean by empty?" THERES NO ONE ♥♥♥♥ING PLAYING THIS
ABOMINATION. Its a cute little game no doubt, But the whole ♥♥♥♥ing game revolves around Multiplayer "But that sounds
fun" It does, I know. BUT NOT WHEN THERES ONLY LIKE...ONE ♥♥♥♥ING SERVER WITH 2 PEOPLE, you need
atleast 6 friends to make this fun, you can't play alone, you can rarely find any servers. This game is not worth the money if you
don't have friends to play it with.. Just bought this as i noticed it on the humble sale, Used to have this back in the day when it
was originally released and have got to say that despite reviews saying it doesent work and is glitched I bought it anyway and
guess what it runs PERFECTLY for me, no issues whatsoever on Windows 10, massive thumbs up for this :). An addictive
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puzzle game. it look nice, level design look great and worth the price.

Arrow fan must buy!. Few games have I deleted after so little playtime, but it was clear after 15 minutes and a handful of levels
what this game had to offer: random attempts at jump scares and no horror whatsoever. There is no build up, no tension. You
simply move quickly down a hallway to avoid the furry that is following you, but not too quickly to get jump "scared" by the
furries that appear from the side hallways.
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this game is great for any whovians out there if you love doctor who then you'll love this game. It's cheap for what you get and
it's got a good story. I love it and so does my friend, every mission brings new enemys and new challenges and there are a few
doctor who easter eggs to be found within the game, If you are a whovian like me I would definatly recommend this game to
you just remember. DON'T BLINK. They need to make the campaign better.

This is a nice unit...but it doesn't make the game less grindy or pointless.. Everyone should grab this while it's on sale! Amazing
super future space tetris 3d! Holy crap this game is intense! Exclamations!!!!. In this twisted, self-contradictory, violent world is
a story dealing with a man's past and his ignorance towards it with the background being a political plot for the U.S. to gain
control of a document that details the plans to create the most successful cult on planet Earth.

Play it yourself, and you will not regret it one bit.. Splice is a fun puzzle game. The puzzles start off easy to allow you to get
used to the mechanics, which are very simple, and continue to increase in difficulty. Splice has an amazing sountrack that just
adds to an already terrific game. Splice is just an enjoyable game from start to finish. If you like puzzle games I highly
recommend you buy this game. I will be hoping for Ciphor Prime Studios to make a second game.. The only way to win is by
riding on the SOUL PLANE. Its a fun game, if you have time to burn this is a good game for anyone to play with. Its a simple
game were you get orders and have to drag that order to the corresponding place. Try to get a perfect score for a high score. Its a
simple point click game. The sounds in the game can get repetitive but you get used to it after awhile. This game doesn't take
long to beat. It is for anyone that likes a simple game which is alot of fun.. Quite an enjoyable game! The combat system is
simple but effective, and it makes for some pretty fun fights. The option of letting you disable them is a very nice touch as well,
and allows a more casual playthrough if you just want to explore. The story itself is pretty good, if simplistic, and there are a lot
of small details to check out along the way should you so desire-- and I highly advise that you do, as some of the game's best
moments are found therein. The game's short length ensures that it doesn't overstay its welcome, and its three endings ensure
that it has replayability.

Also, the art style. It's Nepenthe's selling point, and it is genius. It's incredibly simple in nature, yet very unique, and it certainly
enhances the humour at points.  The change to darker, almost watercolour-looking visuals near the end of the good route, as a
way of showing how intense the orb can be, is a really clever and beautiful move too. 

All in all, this is definitely a game worth playing.. Boo. I said press to watch and I did and it just links to a trailer. Boo.
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